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Wright State llnit.,er -situ

Budget review
committee meets...
by Bob Zeid and
Frank Salsburg
A University budget of over
$30,000,000 was put before the
budgetary review committee
Monday. The budget is virtually
balanced containing a deficit of
only $57 ,000.
According to Pat Bastien,
student representative on the
committee, _the most
controversial item is a $110,000
increase (41.5 %) in the

•••

Patrons of the faculty dining room had food for thought in addition to their meals Friday afternoon as '
students from a gallery management class transformed the room into a mini-gallery, The artist is Linda
Wollpert. [Wilganowski photo]
·

•

WSU financial aid increases
by Sa muel Latham
Next year's financial aid
allocations for Wright State
students increased from last
Y~r, according to Joel Cohan,
Fmancial Aid Director . .
"It's quite a change from
Previous years, observed Coh~n . .
Last year WSU lost some
. allocated money from the
previous year. But this year, all
Programs, with the exception of
the Nati",nal Direct Student
Loan (NDSL), have increased
allocations.
EHowever, in a report tc
f lenore Koch , Cohan said h!:
tels the small decrease in
NDSL, from $348 541 to
$S2'3,612, "will be ~ore foan
~~set ,by the increase in our
SL collections for this fiscal
(these are available for
enchng next fiscal year. In
addit·ton, we will carry over
~;:roxi~ately $50,000 to
t . ,000 m ~DSL monies from
has. Y-ear · into next· year's
available fu.nds "
c
.
°llege work study and
8
UPplemental E d ucational
0
~rtunity Grant program
· h have increased allocatio ns.
C.Ohan notes that the OIG

(ear.

"will provide more students with
larger grants for next year. For
example, the maximum OIG
award will probably increase
from $600 this year to $7 80
next year."
"The Basic
Educational
Opportunity Grant award will
probably be $1400 next year as
opposed to $1050 this year, but
most importantly, freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors are
eligible to apply for next year
while only
freshmen and
sophomores are eligible this
year," Cohan added.
"In summary, the total of our
campus based program funds
ayailable for awarding next year
should be greater than those of
this year, while ·the total inflow
of. entitlement (grant) program
dollars should also significantly
increase over those of this year.
Simply put, a greater number of
total dollars from all programs
should be ·available i11 financial
aid sources for our students next
year. I cannot presently see t hat
· any overall shortage of these
funds will exist for ·n ext year,"
he ·concluded.
"I just ca n't see where we ·at
Wright Stat e won't be able to

help every student at Wright
State who shows need next
year," said Cohan.
' ' H o p ef u l ly
m o -r e
middle-income students will
qualify under the relaxed CSS
(financial need) formula. It has
[Contin~ed on page 3]

inter-collegiate athletics budget
from 265,000 to 375,000. "It
was the sen·se. of the committee
that we didn't like the
disproportionate increases in
athletics," said Bastien.
Bastien said that vice-president
and director of student services
0
Edward Pollock, and
executive vice-president Andrew
Spiegel. supported the increase,
mostly for its public relations
value.
[Continued on page 3]

Reporter ejected

by Gail Snyder
During Monday's Yniversity
·Budgetary committee meeting,
Guardian reporter Bob Zeid was
asked by Executive
Vice-President Andrew Spiegel
to leave. When Zeid declined to
do so Wright State Security was
c:alled. When Security arrived ,
Zeid was escorted out of the
meeting room.
The meeting was called to
. re.y~w: ...tl}e tate of the W U
budget, including cuts that had
been made to bring it into
balance. Tom Keller, budget
director stated before the
meeting began that a deficit of
under $1 00 ~0 00 remained in the
budget. "It's insignificant when
you're talking about a $30
mUlion budget and they still call
it tentative," said Zeid.
Zeid said Spiegel told him that
the meeting was private and the
he (Zeid) would have to leave.
When Zeid said that the
Guardian felt it had an
ob ligation to cover the
University budget, Spiegel said
he didn't care what the
Guardian's obligations were.
Zeid alsQ said that Spiegel
accused him of "behaving like a
p ig- headed, immature, little
boy.''

0
Edward
Pollock,
vice-president and director of
student services, then phoned
Security. Upon Security's arrival
Zeid was escorted from the
room.
"I was just standing out in the
hall saying 'Oh rats I just got
kicked out of a meeting' ," said
[Continued on page 3]
II

er1es
salvaged
by Gary Floyd
The University Artist and
Lecture series, pronounced dead
last week, has been partially
· salvaged according . to Dr
Le o nard Gargan, seri es
committee chairer.
"Artists and Lecture, as we
know it, is a th ing of the past,"
Cargan said . "But what we're
going to do is offer a series of
artists, some of which will be
free of .ch~rge while others will
have an admission. "
Cargan said that of the 15
programs originally announced
· for next year, 11 have ~ been
retained.

·Kegerreis is pessimistic about future
by Tom Snyder
str o n g c o mmitment toward
WSU President Robert faculty and staff raises.
Kegerreis said he has become so
"The first priority (the raises)
pessimistic about WSU's fiscal
is a terribly expensive one," said
future, especially in trying to get Kegerreis.
money from the state to meet
Kegerreis said in the past, WSU
inflation, that "this_ whole budgeted for academic and
situation has started to get to · non-academic areas first, and
me."
then, if there was any projected
Kegerreis has made frequent
income left over, it would be
trips to Columbus where he ·said available for raises.
he sees little hope of higher
He said this year, it's the other
education gettirig enough funds way around , with the income
to meet all increas.ed costs, even left over available for academic
of items which are absolutely and non-academic areas.
necessary.
"We haven't been able to
But lack of state funds, sketch that income to cover
Kegerreis contends, isn't the other needs," said Kegerreis.
only reason why WSU is ' ~(This) shakes up the decision
experiencing what may be its making process and J'!lakes it
tightest budget ever.
even more complex."
The administrat ion has made a
Kegerreis said after the raises,

the second priority of the
administration has been to try to
sustain academic and close
support areas.
According to R:egerreis,
increases in utilities and supplies
"have taken an out-sized chunk"
in the budget.
Capital expenditures, including
much of the library's resource
request, have been turned down
for next year, said Kegerreis, as
with most of the areas of growth
in the University.
Kegerreis said the library is
"the single problem we find the
mo st depressing."
If any extra money is found,
Kegerreis ·said library · resources
will be the _first area to get
funds.
[Continued on page 21
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K~gerreis

discusses budget

[Contmued from oru!e 11
When asked how are priorities
set up which may decide _that
athletics gets a large increase
while an area like the Artists and
Lectures series gets cut
completely, he said, "You don't
do it that way.
"Budget matters don't lend
themselves nicely to 'let's do this
or that.' We try ~ard to justify
and balance every budget on its
own (merit). The first test is on
their merits."
Kegerreis said if you try to
compare one department's
budget with another when you
are making cuts, "you get into
impossible, illogical impasses."
Kegerreis said the function of
the Series was " not as critical as
when it was (first) funded."
As for athletics, he said WSU's

Elizabeth Harden or directly to
Spiegel."
However, Kegerr~is said the
administration discusses "the
major issues" ~t staff meetings,
with the Steering committee, the
Faculty Affairs committee, and
with the Council of the Deans.
"It's obviously not a budget
completed from scratch," said
Kegerreis. "I try very much to
delegate this kind of
responsibility rather than have
the president do everything.
"There is a certain inability to
delegate every decision. For
instance, I officially present the
budget to the Trustees."
Therefore, he said he has to
take some sort of control over
the budget.
·
"Non-academic areas have
taken a terrific beating," sai~

fund~gwuoneofthe~we~of

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=

DUESSELDORF
Germany
'
(UPI)- Police had no trouble
catching a bank robber,
witnesses testified Friday. The
man was a regular customer.
When the
unidentified

gangster. We know you. At least
put a mask on."
The robber insisted though,
and made off with $6,000.
He later apologized to the
b k
f
·
an
manager
or causing
locksmith turned up with a trouble, but the judge Friday
pistol demanding money the sentenced him to three years
cashier told him, "you're not a imprisonment.

any University.
"I wish there were a neat way
(to do the budget) ," said
Kegerreis. "Wright State's
budget process is the most open
that I've been associated with.
It's very hard to construct a
budget by committee.,,
In answer to a question about
executive vice-president Andrew
Spiegel's role in the budgetary
process, he said, "It's not quite
Striper is owned by a former that singular."
According to Kegerreis, in the
student association president,
who endorsed Striper and a slate ' academic portion of the budget,
of human candidates in the Spiegel works closely with
vice-president John Murray and
recent student elections.
The hamster will not officially the deans.
In the non-academic areas, he
take office until June 1, but
admitted
Spiegel's role was
some spoilsports have already
"much
more
prominent. Many
indicated that Striper will be
disqualified because he is not a (departments) .report to him
through (executive director of
registered student.
general university services)

Linda Wollpert, artist of the nude adorning the faculty lounge,
admires her work with an admirer.
(CPS)-Polling 13 more votes
than the rest of the candidates
combined, a hamster named
"Striper" has een elected to the
student senate at the University
of Texas/El Paso.
Running on the slogans, "the
only candidate honest enough to
admit he's a rat," and "Take the
human element out of politics,"
Striper was elected as senator
from the university's graduate
school.

Kegerreis.
'It is very difficult t
contemplate new progra~
development, although we're
committed to growth. We have
tried to postpone the direction
of the university."
Although
K e g err e is
acknowledged that, if inflation
doesn't go too high, the second
year of the biennium might see a
more favorable increase
especially without such a high
pay raise, he said he still
remained somewhat pessimistic
particularly if the state cut~
higher education even more
drastically.
"I recognize the right of the
Guardian and the Wright State
community to know how
decisions are made," he said.

ASK US
Can I qualify for handicapped parking if I have a
temporary injury?
Individuals who have regular parking decals can qualify
for temporary H permits if the injury affects their mobility.
Permits are issued on a temporary basis by the Director of
Handicapped Student services. Individuals who require such
assistance should have a doctor's statement indicating the
nature and duration of the restricted mobility.
When I resell my used books to the bookstore do I get 75
percent or 50 percent of the price I paid?
Used books are purchased by the bookstore at 50 percent
of the new retail price provided the book will be used the
following quarter. To sell a book you must provide a
student identification card and validation card for this
quarter.
How can I rent a locker in the PE building?
Arrangements to rent lockers are made at the check out
counter in the men or women's locker room . Lockers may
be rented for the day, 25 cents plus $2 refundable deposit,
or for the quarter, $2. In addition to the locker, towel
service is provided. Valid WSU identification is required.

..

This tops
· itall. ·
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"ASK US" will appear once each week. Questions for the
column ·may be submitted to the Dean of Students ' office
in 111 Millett or placed in the Guardian box outside the
Millett cafeteria. All questions must be signed. Students
should include their student numbers. Faculty and staff are
welcome to submit questions also. Questions are researched
and answered by the Dean of Students' staff.

Budget committee
.[Continued from pa~e 1 l
·
"We spent quite a lot of time
on that athletics budget, about
an hour and a half," said
Bastien.
Also the subject of much
discussion was the Library
acquisitions budget. This will be
budgeted at $350,000 , down
from the $437 ,000 for this year.
Bastien said that figure was a
minimum and would be subject
to increases from other sources
of money. "If any dollars. come
in at all, the first place they will
go will be the library
acquisitions fund," said Bastien.
According to Spiegel the
University expects to be able to
raise the acquisitions figure by
$200,000 der ived from
non-budgetary sources, restoring
it to the figure of $550,000
originally requested by Ron
Fromme y..er, Dean of the
University Library.
Al f era tions were also
explained for the student
activities budget.
All out of state travel had been
eliminated (as has happened in
all non-academic areas) and
phones were cut in half.
According to Bastien the
Ornbudser's budget was cut from
$8950 to $5240 by reducing the
staff from four to two. Bastien
said the justification for the
reduction was that the caseload
of the office didn't warra-n t four
members.
Pa u l P hillips , current
ombudser, feels differently. "I

really think it's an arbitrary cut
but at the same time it's up for
interpretation anyway. If I say
I've got a 1000 cases and they
say that's not enough for four
people, then that's a matter of
opinion."
The other adjustment in the
student activities budget was an
increase in the budget board
discretionary fund from $10,000
to $14,000.
Other activities budgets (with
the percentage increase from this
year's level) are: WWSU $2441
(11.7 %); Forensics $2125
(21.4%); ICC $6383 (30.2%);
Nexus $6874 (9%); University
Center Board $19,080 (17 .3%);
Student Caucus $17,764
(26.7%); and Guardian $21,960
(.8%).
Bastien said all out of state
travel for non-academic areas
had been eliminated, but some
money had been put in Spiegel's
budget for a minimal amount.
Telephone budgets have been
cut, in some cases, 50%.
Bastien said the additional
money for athletics · will go
mostly for additional grants in
aid, six in basketball, three in
swimming and Ol)e in wrestling.
Spiegel said $70,000-$80,000 of
the increases would go for
basketball.
The total budget, which
includes income from auxiliary
enterprises (bookstore, parking,
residence hall, food service etc),
is $ 30,625, 397 up from
$25,064,128 this year.

Student e/ecqons May 5

.1

Anthropologists are excited about this rock, located on the WSU campus near Colonel Glenn.
According to sources, the rock bears etchings of what appears to be a primitive society, which may go as
far back as the paleolithic era.
·

Spiegel bans reporter from meetin'g
[Continued from page 1]
Zeid after the incident. "I reaJly
wanted to stay around and see
what they were going to do," he
added.
Zeid said when he asked WSU
President Robert Kegerreis to
comment on what had occurred,
Kegerreis said, "Well, that
follows the Guardian's insistence
upon budgetary matters and that
isn't really their function."
According to sources Security
was notified by Spiegel

Petition deadline Monday
by Libby Keller
General elect ions will be held
Monday, May 5, through
Wednesday May 7 from 9 am to
9 pm in fro nt of Allyn hall
cafeteria.
The seven offices which will be
elected and the number of
signatures needed on the
Petitions are as follows:

Publications sub-committee-25
signatures; Student Caucus
chairer (elected at large)-7 5
signatures; Education, Science
and Engineering, Liberal Arts,
Business, and Graduate
representatives-50 signatures
each.
Petitions for candidacy may be
picked up in the Dean of

Students office. To be eligible to
run, a candidate must be in good
academic standing (2.0 grade
point average at least), have been
a student at Wright State for two
quarters, and be a full time
student.
Petitions are due by 12 noon
on Monday, April 28.

approximately 45 minutes
before the meeting that there
would be some trouble at the
meeting.
"Their response was so slow
that they couldn't have known
·about it earfier," said Pollock.
"It took them about 10 to 15
minutes to get there."
When asked why the meeting

Artist and Lecture stays
[Continued from page 1]
"There won't be any
lecturers," Cargan -continued,
"but the classical music and
theatre productions will be
free."
"We will have to charge an
admission for Cannonball
Adderley, Doug Kershaw and
Monty Alexander, but ·the cost
will be minimal, perhaps a
couple of dollars at the
maximum, and we might try to
work out a deal where WSU
students pay one price while

Financia I aid_ increases
[Continued from page 1]

been changed to reflect the
change in the cost of living," he
explained.
All students who are planning
on trying to acquire aid for next
year should apply now, he
commented.
"We are sending out letters to
all the students who received aid
this year. The sooner they apply
the ~ooner they will hear,
continued Cohan.
Middle income students who
aren't eligible for federal funds
will be able to get the
guaranteed state loans. It looks

•
Dr Frank P Dapore
and
Dr Ken neth R Gilfillan

Medical Aid
Personal

Would like to announce the opening of their office for
Practice in optometry .

471 W Funderburg
878-8800
2 minutes from campus

Fairborn, O H

like the economic state has
improved, so I would hope that
more banks would be willing to
commit their funds," he added.
Students should apply for all
programs especially if they are in
doubt about their eligibility,
furthered Coban. "It's worth a
ten cent stamp," he stated.
"There are ample nursing
funds available," Cohan offered
for those students in the nursing
program.
Cohan says students having
questions about financial aid or
wanting application forms to
visit or call his office 152 Allyn,
extension 49 l..

•

131t-ih'Rfgnt
Pregnant? ... And need

help?

call

•

Confident ial

· ( C PS /ZNS)-The
State of
Virginia has revised its criminal
code in an effort to crack down
on illicit sex and m!nor crimes.
Under the new statutes, any
person convicted of sedu<;ing a
female "of previou.sly chaste
character" can receive a sentence
of up to 10 years in prison.

GIVE

BLOOD FOR
YOURCAR.
$10 per donation
to fix it up.

Counseling
Assistance

Plasma twi ce a week. Or
w hole blood every 8 weeks.
Mon. - Sat. Free Parki ng

r4 - Hour Service

223·3446

persons outside the , University
pay a higher one. "
C argan contends that the
admission will not affect
attendance at the performances.
"A lot of persons paid $3 a
head to see Monty Alexander at
Gilly's," Cargan said.
"I know of no university that
had a totally free program like
we had," Cargan said.

BirthRight

Na fee
St rictly

was closed, Pollock said,
"Because the executive
vice-president said that the
meeting should be closed. There
are many changes that occur
before the final budget is
submitted. After finalization, it
can be found in the library."
Spiegel was unavailable for
comment.

•

~blood
alliance
165 E Helena Street
224-1973

Guar dian

OP IN IO N
Man of his ·word

Not only is Dr Andrew Spiegel WSU's Vice
Presiden t and Provost, but he's also a man
of his word.
For example, recently Spiegel told the
GUARDIAN that the budget, until finalized ,
was none of its business; and in a bold
display of the intensity of this belief,
he had a GUARDIAN reporter ejected from
Monday's Budgetary Review Committee
meeting. And to add insult to injury,
Spiegel contended that the reporter,
for not leaving, acted like a "pig -headed
immature little child".
Well, as any reader of the GUARDIAN
knows, we've been having problems lately
by attending meetings and getting the .o ld
heave-~o> even one instance where we were
invited to the meeting, and it looks like
bouncing GUARDIAN scribes may replace
pie-throw ing as the campus rage.
But we contend that because the destinies
of many programs and services are in the
hands of such groups as the Budgetary
Review Committee , their decisions are
indeed our business . For only by trans
mitting budget informati on to the students
can the student populus be enlighten ed
on what is being done ~ith money that is,
after all, theirs.
We think that by tampering with the
freedom of the campus press and the student
right to know, Spiegel acted like a ...
Well, how does "pigheade d, immature
little child" sound?

Start
talks for peace
So far, the North Vietnames e have refused

to make a cease fire and begin negotiati ons.
We feel they are not acting in the best inter
est of either the Vietnames e people or them
selves.
Now that - President Thieu has resigned, the
chances of the Saigon governmen t coming into
the control of moderates are greatly enhanced.
Although we realize the 20 year frustrati on
of the North Vietnames e in trying to regain
control of what they feel was wrongly taken
away from them, that frustratio n should not
stop efforts to get the bloodshed halted.
To continue this war serves no purpose for
either governme nt. It is pretty safe to assume
that Vietnam will soon be united under the
banner of the North Vietnames e governme nt.
Surely this unificati on can be accomplis hed
without further bloodshed , and with even per
haps the Saigon moderates taking part in the
formation of the new state.
Negotiati on and peace is the most logic~l
way to do this. Both governme nts, including
the United States (which is getting ready to
send military weapons to Saigon), should
realize , this, if they care at all about
their people as they say they do.

We w ant you and your
·fetters

Sa/sblurbs

A public matter
The whole thing is getting too how accurate a picture are the reflex; the Guardian
wants it, so
ridiculous for words. What kind members of the 'committee it must be bad for us,
so don't
of university secrets have to be getting?
give it to them. Such an
protected by an armed security
Since the budgetary review explanation does little credit to
guard?
committee was packed with Spiegel or the rest of the
I suppose Dr Spiegel administrato rs and it was clear University
administrat ion.
(executive vice-president) wasn't to the members who weren't
Frank Salsburg, Salsblurbs
kidding when he said the budget administrato rs that they could author, describes
himself as a
wasn't any o f our business. ask questions but not change demolitions expert because
he
When Guardian reporter Bob anything, the logic of attempting once blew up an air mattress.
Zeid showed up at the budgetary to close the meeting totally Frank is right handed,
left
review · committee meeting escapes me. Perhaps it can best leaning and managing
editor of
security was called and Zeid was be viewed as a conditioned the Guardian.
escorted out.
A couple people in the
executiv e wing (not
vice-presidents) accused me of
(CPS)-In the past, college tried to prosecute-bu t not
setting the whole thing up by libraries have encouraged an academic institutions," said one
sending someone to a closed open atmosphere and resisted expert at a New Jersey college.
meeting, when I knew he would intimidating security measures.
The adoption of stepped-up
be thrown out.
Yet a high number of book security measures, however, m~r
But I didn't really think he losses has plagued libraries for not be too soon. At ti,!.. '
would get the old heave-ho. The years and with the count still University of Denver, one
administratio n knew a reporter rising, many institutions have business student commented,
was going to be there (we had turned to electronic security "I've already a·s~embled a whole
made no secret of our devices to help prevent losses.
library. It's like the Book of the
intentions), and in fact they had
At Michigan State the library Month Club: a couple titles a
arranged with Security ahead of. depends on an electronic system week and before long you've got
time to be ready to throw a that use; a metal spine which is a whole bookcase full ."
reporter out.
placed in a book and then
HAARLEM, The Netherlands
In the secon~ place I don't withdrawn when it's checked
(UP I )-The Broad casti ng
view it as a closed meeting. It's a out.
University committee, discussing
A more popular electronic Advertising council has banned a
business of vital importance to device, however, consists of television ad for a detergent in
the University community. As sensitized tapes made by 3M . which toilets are heard flushing.
The council said many people
we have said previously we feel
that are inserted in library
it is our obligation to cover the resources. The tapes are are eating when the ads appear
budget process and other desensitized when a book is and are very sensitive to flushing
decision making processes at checked out so as not to trigger sounds at that particular time.
WSU.
an electro~ic alarm. One 3M
Further if the administratio n, customer, the University of
or deans or anybody can Denver, has cut book losses from
arbitrarily declare a meeting 11% to 4% after installing the
closed · because it might system.
embarrass them to have a
If there is a deterrent to the
reporter present, freedom of the 3M system, it's the cost: about To the editor:
press and the community's right $300,000. But over the years,
WSU has so little to offer in
to know is violated.
the high price tag may be worth cultural and enterta ining
After all this is a public it. Recently, Trenton State activities. The Artist and Lecture
University, and the _allocation of College's library estimated that series is a little bit of an · the
money from students and the ~ almost a book a day is stolen-a things in this world there are t~
state was being discussed.
see and to learn. This type 0
loss of over $1000 a year.
In light of the fact that he was
Most · colleges, however, have activity is as essential to learn ing
willing to talk about the budget · been unable to calculate the as classrooms and books. It is. sof
the very next day, it is puzzling extent of their losses. One sad that this important part 0
why Spiegel took the step he library director at the University learning is going to be taken
did. Two possible explanations of Florida/Gaine sville ·expressed away from an already ve't'f
spring to mind. Either he horror at the thought of an min~al selection of activities
thought he could get more inventory of a million and one offered on this campus.
d
favorable treatment, or keep half books.
I feel that the wor
more control in a one on one
The book · loss problem has "university" means a selection
meeting with a -Guardian also brought universities face to and integration of manY
.
· g parts.
reporter (instead of in a mass face with the question of different
and varym
t
meeting), or he wanted possible prosecution. Most colleges have Wright State University seems 0
dissension and controversy from given the apprehended student continually function with 1 ~
t he meeting h idden from view. the b ~nefit of the doubt, by a nd less act ivities and more 0 ~
If Spiegel advances the theory assuming he ju st forgot t o check give them some bookwork_ asti·
that he feels he can get more out the book.
get them out of here-tn
a c c u rat e t re a t ment in an
"Some public libraries have tut ion.
interview, the quest ion arises,
. Rosemary Trocano

Libraries turn to security

Artis ts and
Lectures
essential
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McDonald's mystique spreads

To the editor:
I would like to see some trivia
quizzes on sports items; also I
would like to see some baseball
pools, involving pro and college
teams.
Some other comments in
possibly a sports comment
column should be written for
pro sports. I feel this is only
fitting if the paper is subscribing
to the College Press Service
which is part of the UPI which
gives all information.
Thank you.
Chris Turner
(Editor ~s no te: Sorry Chris,
but the Denver based College
Press Service is a network of
college newspapers (not
affiliated with UPI)
To the editor: ·
" Natural apes do not have
' unwanted children,' Homo
sa.\)iens do.
ln their naturai state, the
baboon, chimpanzee, gorilla etc,
when mature, will and do fight
among themselves for food, sex
etc, but they instinctively avoid
mistreating the young; whether
their own or not. -Some
physical characteristic; sucli a~
coloring, or maybe smell, of the
young animal signals, 'I'm a
baby: don't hurt me.'
Not so, unhappily, the primate
homo sapien-as we all know;
and as history reveals (both by
Pictures and written record).
Infanticide; the tight wrapping
in 'swaddling' cl~thes, restricting
the · infant's movement; the
Young be ing unmercifully
beaten, sometimes maimed .
And, what no other primate
ca.n d~: Frightening the young
with wild stories of horror (like),
'The gobblins 'll git you' (or the
'devil') ... if you don't mind
me. It's for your own good, you
know.' -Only homo sapiens can
Sl>eak to its young-at home, in
:~1'. in 'the market pl~ce,'

by Neil Klotz
(CPS)- Tests, papers, seminars,
course credits and graduation
requirements all
occupy
students' minds during their
search for the golden degree. But
only one thing occupies their
stomachs: food . Grades come
once a quarter, but caf food
stares up from a plate every day.
For years cafeteria food was
equalled only by the weather as
one of those issues everyone
talked about but no one did
anything about.
Today,
however, cafeteria managers
have been faced with a growing
number of student revolts as
well as rising food costs and the
invasion of fast food marauders.
Bored by the Board
"At least the boycott will save
the cost of three Di-gels today,"
quipped a student at the
University of Connecticut at
Storrs, where · North Campus
residents staged a one-day dining
hall boycott last month to
protest the "quality" of the
food.
Food quality has always been
a rallying cry in many cafet eria
protests aero~ the country. But
"quality" has meant everything
from spoiled food to a lack of
menu variety.
For instance, a spokesman for
a foods committee at the
University of Missouri/Columbia
complained that, "One type of
meat has several different names,
but it all tastes the same." The
leftovers are usually just popped
into a freezer and used for
another meal, he grumbled.
The i~ue is not so much food
quality, but student boredom,
said a University of Mi~uri
official. Students, like anyone
else, tire of eating the same
menu in the same di.ning hall
three times a day, seven days a
week for months on end.
More serious than such general
meal malaise were charges
leveled by students at Ramapo
State College in New Jersey
against their food service,

have to use the elevator. The
elevator has been shut down
because of repeated vandalism.
The handicapped students
have come to a decision. They
have decided to petition their
"friends" to have a little more
common sense when the urge to
destroy the elevator comes over
them. They have decided to ask
their friends to think before
they do unnecessary destruction.
I wholeheartedly support this
drive.
The handicapped students are
not asking for much, just a little
consideration. The handicapped
are trying to get to the crux of
the problem by going to the
people who caused the problem.
I don't think it is too much to
ask that when riding the men's
elevator in the Residence Hall
that that is all you do, ride ·it.
The handicapped have friends on
other floors that they would like
to visit.
Please give them that right.
Richard Munn
Resident Director, Residence Hall
To the editor:
I am ecstatic. Wow! I found
some art at WSU. No shit, after
months of looking in the
Creative Arts(?) Center I found
out that someone had taken all
the art over to the Bolinga
Center. So for all of you other
art freaks who like good art
check out the Bolinga Center.
John Evans
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The 'mi~d' of Man replaced
his/her natural instinct? My
Wonder is ever increasing about
th at . -A nthropologically
8Peaking, when and how did this
change take place, I w-o-n-d-e-r.
'"~~er me that in simple
-aaag':fage. I dare you.
·
Wsu students:
fro
S Beatty Tanner
mPsychology Today Apr 1975
To the editor:
tb!he . ha~dicapped students in
dormitory ·have a complaint
and in my
. .
. .
.,.,,.d
op1mon 1t
1s a very'
'"'• one
0rd~r to go up and visit
nds on the other floors, they

operated by Saga Foods. Most
small colleges like Ramapo can't
afford to operate their own food
service, so they contract the
operation out to national firms
like Saga , Canteen and
Servomation.
At Ramapo, students staged
three boycotts against Saga, the
iargest one occuring after Saga
fired two student workers
because, according to the
protesters, they refused to serve
stale food. After more firings
and more protests, a Saga
facility on campus was closed
down by local health officials.
Finally, Saga announced that
it has lost almost $40,000 in its
last two years at Ramapo and
wanted out of its contract with
the college.
The Economics of Feeding
Stomachs aside, students at
many
schools have also
protested rules that require them
to live in dorms and take their
meals on campus. For instance,
with the help of the student
u n io n
orgamzmg project,
students at the University of
Massac husetts/Amherst have
filed suit in federal court
challenging
university
regulations that force single
students under 21 to live on
campus and buy a meal ticket
unle~
excused for medical
reasons.
School officials have usually
argued that such regulations are
financially
necessary: where
room and board are tied
together, profits in one area can
help offset losses in the other.
Wit h
rising food
costs,
however, cafeterial managers
have
reported
that it's
increasingly difficult to make a
profit feeding students.
Schools that operate their own
food services have been. hit by
rising labor costs, according to
Cl a rk
Dehaven, executive
d_irector of the National
Association of College and
University
Food Serivces.
Dehaven said that increasing
numbers of cafeterias are trying
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to increase the use of self-service
and self-busing.
Another change has been the
growing utilization of meat
substitutes and other food
extenders, he said, but usually
these require extensive testing.
"If you go real slow, they'll
(students) accept it," said
Dehaven, "but if you make a
radical change, they won't go for
it.''
Faced with the same economic
situation, the large cafeteria
chains have cut costs through
mass
buying and
vertical
integrcation, that is, controlling
production of an item from farm
to table.
These firms can offer board
plans ranging anywhere from
$1.85 to $3.50 per student per
day and usu'a lly make money on
the
steady percentage of
students who don't take all the
meals offered.
A spokeswoman for Saga
Food's
R e search
and
Development divisio n denied,
however, that Saga. has cut costs
by
using .a rtificial food
extenders. She said she doesn't
know of any chain that does.
Saga has t ested things like fake
cheese, chemical tomatoes and
artificial eggs and found them
wanting. Except for some
"special units" Saga food
services all use "real things" and
cook from "scratch recipes," she
claimed.
The Mystique of the Big Mac
Mired by student complaints
and
r1smg costs, campus
cafeterias have also begun to
face a new threat: the arrival of
fast food chains on campus.
Flu~ed with mercenary zeal,
college and university unions
aero ~ the country have started
le a si ng
their
spa c e
to
large-volume food chains like
McDonald's, Shakey's Pizza and
Hardee's Food Systems.
As an experiment, McDonald's
opened its largest outlet on the
Ohio State campus last fall after
it found successful another
on-campus outlet at the
University of Cincinnati. College
unions at both schools, which
get about a 6% cut from.
McDonald's, have reported that
sales have increased
dramatically .
A spokesman for McDonald's
refused to say how many more
college outlets were planned, but
said the firm was looking "from
coast to coast."
McDonald's chains in
particular are so successful that
the firm only accepts about.10%
of the thousands of franchise
applications it receives each
year. The average entrepreneur
must pay $150,000 to buy in,
but he can expect to gro~ about
$508,000 each year.
"These kids grew up with
McDonald's," agreed Clark
Dehaven. "The idea of having a
commercial establishment on
campus is very appealing to
them."
Dehaven, however, saw the
real debate as between those
who are co ncerned about giving
students a balanced meal and
those who would just sell them
p r o fitable but nutritionallylacking ju nk food.
·
·
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News - Shorts, a Guardian
service to the University
community, may be
submitted at the bulls-eye
box across from the Crock
Pot, at room 046 of the
University Center, or by
calling extention 638.
Editorships
Applications for the
position of Guardian and
Nexus editor are available
beginning today in the Dean
of Stu dents office, 111
Millett. Applications must be
filled out and returned by
May 5 to the Dean of
Students Office.
The student publications
subcommittee has established
the following criteria which
will be used to aid in judging
applicants.
-An acceptable grade-point
average, as determined by the
subcommittee.
-Experience in editing or
closely related tasks.
-Experience in layout,
paste-up, and other
"mechanical" aspects of
publication.
-Writing· ability, as
determined by experience
and/or writing or journalism
courses.
-Organizational and
leadership abilities, which can
only be inferred from past
experience.
-Time available for the job.
-Relevant references'.
Both editors positions are
paying positions.
International Programs
Any student who plans to
travel in another country
during the summer should get
an International Student
id-entity card in the
International Programs office,
128 PE building. The card
entitles the holder to reduced
rates for housing, meals,
travel. and museums. Bring a
photo one and a half by one
and a half inches, $2 and
proof of full-time student
status.
Red's College Night
On Saturday, May 3, the
University Center Board will
sponsor a bus trip to the Reds
versus Atlanta College Night
baseball game. Tickets to the
game
are $2, and a
combination bus-game ticket
is $3. Tickets may be
purchased at the University
Center candy
counter
Wednesday, April 16 through
noon on Sunday, April 25.

Yearbook Photos
Pictures are now being
taken for the WSU yearbook.
Call extension 1243
between 9:00 am and 5:00
pm or stop by room 023 of
the University Center.
Portraits will be taken by
Delma Studio the week of
April 21st.
Students graduating iri June
or August and who have not
received information about
the yearbook, please stop by
the Dean of Students Office
or Room 023 University
Center for details.
Canoe Race
The Beavercreek Jaycees
are sponsoring a Canoe Race
on the Little Miami River this
weekend. Racing categories
will include adult and child,
mixed couples, women,
jun'ior men, Jaycees, scout
relay, beginners, novice and
kayak races.
Registration blanks and
more detailed information
may be obtained from the
Beavercreek Jaycees, PO Box
23, Alpha, Ohio 45301 or by
calling the Jaycee chairer,
Bob Sweginnis, at 426-0736.
Registration blanks will also
be available at the starting
line on race day. The races
are open to the general
public.
Fairborn NOW
There will be an informal
con sc iou sness raising and
discussion sponsored by the
Fairborn. chapter of the
National Organization for
Women Monday, 8 pm at the
Fairborn United Methodist
Church, 100 North Broad
Street in Fairborn.
Cheerleading Tryouts
Wright State cheerleading
tryouts for men and wom~n
will be held Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, of
next week from 7-9 pm in the
dance room of the Physical
Education building.
Economics Club
All students are invited to
the April 30 meeting of the
Economics club at 3 pm in
347 Allyn hall. The club is
attempting to establish a
tutoring service, an
Economics faculty I course
evaluation, acquire funds to
bring · lecturers to Wright
State, and .provide complete
grad school information to
students.
For additional information
call Doug Weidner at
256-9297.

Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
~isting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Tennillated· By Lice~sed Physicians
Immediate Arrangements
wili be made with no hassle

Low rates
For your convenience open even on Sunday morning
Medicaid Card accepted

.CALL COLLECT :.. 24 HOUR SERVICE

216-631-1551'.

Earth Week
Wright State's Eco-Action
club is sponsoring films and
speakers next week in
celebration of National Earth
week. These will be heid at 2
pm April 21-25 in 103
Oelman. The video tape titled
Violent Earth will be shown
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday from 12 noon-2
in Millett lounge and from
7-9pm in Allyn lounge.
Saturday, April 26, there
will be a nature walk through
Cedar Bog. Participants may
meet at the WSU flagpole at
1 lam.
Return time is
expected to be 2: 30pm.

News
Shorts
Dayton Ballet
Dances and Dialogues will
be performed by Dayton
Ballet on Sunday, April 27, at
3 pm in the Dayton Ballet
studio on 140 North Main
street.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults
and $1 for students. Season
ticket holders will be
admitted free.
Various segments of the
works to be performed on
May 3 and 4 will be rehearsed
and discussed. After the

performances, the audience
will be invited to comment or
ask questions on what they
have just viewed.

Black Poetry Workshop
The Bolinga Center in
conjunction with Betty
Brown and Gwendolyn Etter
of the English department is
hosting a black poetry
workshop Saturday; April 26,
from 9 ani to 5 pm in the
Bolinga Center. All interested
students are to contact Betty
Brown or Gwendolyn Etter as
soon as possible at ext 680 or
489.
White Dinner
A dinner in honor of Fred
. White's retirement will be
held Wednesday, April 30 in
the Grand Ballroom of the
Biltmore Towers in
downtown Dayton.
Tickets are $12 per person,
with $3 of every ticket going
to help establish the
Frederick A White
scholarship fund.
All members of the WSU
community are invited to
attend. Tickets are available
from the Office of University
and Community Events, ext
667.
Education Assistantships
Applications are now being
accepted
for
Graduate
Assistants in the College of
Edu.c ation for the 1975-76
Academic Year.
Applications are available in
Room 320 Millett Hall. The
deadline for filing is April 30.

The Presiden t's Brain
Is Missing
Why was President
Kennedy buried without a
brain?
How did the brain get lost?
These questions and other
will be discussed on the
WWSU talk show on April 29
at 5:30 pm when John Judge,
a Dayton area draft counselor
and proponent of the
· conspiracy theory, guests.
Judge, who has been
researching the subject for 5
years, believes that on
November 22, 1963 a
military coup detat occured
in the United State and he
will discuss the evidence to
back his theory.
WWSU invites listeners to
call in with questions and
comments during the
broadcast at extension 618.
The talk show can be heard
in the Allyn hall student
lounge and the Crock Pot in
the basement of Millett.
Conspiracy Lecture
Mae Brussell will give a
lecture on political
assassinations and kidnapings
in her lecture "From Dallas
to the SLA," at 4 pm,
Thursday, April 24 in 109
Oelman.
The lecture, part of the
UCB Lecture series, is free
and open to the public.
Special Education
Applications for graduate
traineeships in sp ec ial
education may be picked up
in 373 Millett. They must be
returned by June 1, 1975.

University Food
Services
welcomes you
to the

1

Crock Pot s

1st Big
Celebration Special
Reuben Sandwich
Potato -Chips
Dill Pickl,e Spear
all for only $1.00
all day Thursday,
April 24

.
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Tate talks about "self''
Charles Tate , Executive
Director o f
Cable
Communication s Resources
Center in Washington DC, spoke
on Telecommu nications, Today,
and Tomorrow .
Tate was introduced by
Boling& Center d irector Art
Thomas as a dynamic,
provocative and very profound
Black Man.
"Listen very carefu lly for what
you hear," Thomas said, "may
make the difference between
whether you will be rich or poor
in life."
Tate opened the speech with
an old Nigerian proverb saying,
"If you don't know where you
are going, any road will get you
there."
"Black peop le are an

oppressed group in America and
because we are oppressed we are
involved in a struggle," said
Tate.
Tate said that there were three
stages of life in America for
black men, "survival, liberation,
and development."
"The civil rights movement is
one in which you take what you
have and make the most out of
it," argued Tate.
Tate explained, "If you want
to engage in development you
are going to have to take some
risk.
"When we reached the state of
calling ourselves Black that was
political.
"The most important thing in
the world is not money but
knowledge of self," argued Tate.
"You define yourself," said

Tate, "because you ·want to be
respected and you define
yourself finally because you
respect your heritage."
Tate then showed a brief 15
minute film strip on the wonders
of cable television.
Tate said the operation of a
cable television outlet in Dayton
would cost ten million dollars.
Tate said, "You take what you
have to get what you want."
Cable television can be
dangerous if not located and
owned by the community it is
intended for, Tate pointed out.
Tate also said that cable
television can be dangerous
because it can be used as a
surveillance tool.
It was cable television that
televised the Ali-Foreman fight,
said Tate.

University completes Centrex system
not n e cessary t o call a estimated that the system will
by Tracey Jayne T hompson
Wright State's d irect d ial department on only the first break even during its first year,
Centrex telephone system will extension, however, if the caller and that phone costs will be
begin operation at 9 pm Friday uses only the last extension, it cheaper thereafter.
Pat Bastien, Budget Board
and be totally completed by will not rotary back to the first
line. Instead , the caller will get a chairer, said under the present
Monday morning.
system, more tru nk lines would
The campus proper will have busy signal.
To transfer a call to another have had to have been added,
an exclusive exchange number of
873 and the remaining four digit department on campus, the which would have cost more
number will be all that is cradle button must be depressed than Centrex.
necessary to complete calls to to get the operator. Transfer
the campus 24 hours a day year calls on campus will also be
round.
handled as before; that is, the
However, the residence hall caller must hang up and redial
will contract directly to Ohio the number. If the caller is off
Monday
WS U President
Bcll for their telephones. Ohio campus, though, the call can be ·Robert Kegerreis announced the
Bell will also bill residents as if transferred. Operators may be celebration of Wright State
their phone was in an apartment summoned by dialing "O".
Week, beginning Monday, April
or ~t\vate house.
According to Robert Francis, 28 .
Dormitory · phones will be assistant to the Dean of Liberal
The celebration is being
serviced from the Fairborn Arts, the telephone system at
centered
around
Senior
office of Ohio Bell at'ld will carry
I Fairborn '. s 878 or 879 Wright State costs over $12 per Vice-President Frederick White's
line. Under Centrex, it is retirement dinner Wednesday at
I exchanges, as opposed to the
the Biltmore Towers in Dayton.
I University's 87 3 exchange.
The ·Fairborn· Chamber of
Directories for the University's
Commerce will sponsor Wright
900 phones will be distributed
State Appreciation Days May 3
next week.
a·nd 4 on campus, with an art
An Ohio Bell spokesperson
(CPS )-College Scholarship show' a chicken barbecue, a Boy
said Centrex will alleviate the Service has issued a table of Scout troupe jamboree
campout,
campus operators workload, figures estimating the future cost and an appearance by Bob
I although they will continued to of college for all children Br au n, Ci nc in na ti TV
I assist on conference and transfer currently alive.
personality.
' calls. Campus operators will also
The Service estimates, for
The week's activities are being
report telephone problems to ~xample, that by the time a sponsored jointly by WSU and
?hio Bell, and provide child currently one year old the cities of Fairborn, Dayton,
information assistance to outside reaches college age, the cost of Xenia,
Vandalia,· Kettering,
.callers who may be unaware of an education at a public cqllege Beavercreek, and Tipp City.
t~e University's new· direct will be $33,696 for four years,
The Chambers of Commerce
dialing' system.
and $56,708 for the same period of each of these cities are
Centrex also elim inates billing at a private school.
sponsoring White's dinner, along
~es and will reduce the long
The figures are based on with WSU.
!Stance telephone rate charges. current figures of $2400 a year
The mayors of each city will
The Phones work on a rotary at public colleges and $4049 a proclaim next week as Wdght
system; that is, when a person year for private college, with an State we~k.
~s ~n o~ the first number, if inflation rate of 7% a year and
The week will be kicked off
hne 1s busy the call is net earnings at savings of 5%' a Monday at 11: 30 am with a
transferred to ' the second year.
::lllber. If that line is also busy,
If you have a o ne-year-old
lrae call is au t o m at ically child you hope to send to
If ~errect to the third number. college eventually, the figures
~ 1 three extensions are busy, suggest you should set aside
Acane~ Will get a busy signal. $1115 each year for the next 17
~-t~- Ohio Be_l_;l,_it_is~...Y_ea_r_s_.-~----------,
Baer - Wine &
Party Supplies
93 W Day Yell Spgs Rd
Fairborn, Ohio
4824 Airway Rd.
Pho ne 879-5137

Alice Hif{ner spoke at Wright State about natural fertilizing as a part
of Earth Awareness week. {Charles Williams photo]

WSU week begins April'28

css.lists

college cost

I

Gene's Drive
Thru

ceremony in the Winters Bank
Tower. where a display of the
history of WSU will be unveiled.
At . 4 pm the Universit~ will
officially accept a collection of
the complete works. of _Paul
Lawr~nce Dunba.r, ~hich will be
on display at Rikes downtown
store in Dayton all week. The
collection has been donated to
the WSU library:
. White's dinner .on Wed.ne~ay
is to celebrate his contribution
to the University. White was the
first employee when WSU first
appeared in l96 4 as a branch of
Miami University and Ohio State
University.
As business manager of the
school, he played a major role in
getting the school to open in
1964 · He was also acting
President during the 1972 -73
academic year.
Mayor Glen McClernon of
Fairborn will preside at the
dinner, which sports $12 cost
per person, with $3 going to a
Fred White Scholarship fund.
Presentations to White will be
made by the mayors of the seven
cities.
WSU Trustee Harry Jeffrey

FEATURING MEXICAN AND
ITALIAN FOODS.

NEWPORT, KY (UPI)-Tired
of
the - hassle,
policeman
Kenneth Pigg has changed his
last name to Page.
"I answer the phone at
headquarters, 'Officer Pigg,' and
people hang up. Theycall back
and say, 'Officer who?'

THE

Great Skate . . .
it's twice as m uch fun!
• Open s ·kating on twin
rinks (ice & roller)
• Ice & Roller Skating
Lessons
• Private & Fund-Raising
<:>arties
l ~or m or.e infor m ation, call

HOAGIE'S PIZZA HOUSE ·
on Airway at Woodman Dr.
252-9929

will make a presentation for the
Trustees and Kegerreis will
speak fo~ WSU.
Thursday,
the
Dayton
Committee of the Newcomen
Society in America will honor
Wright S,tate, starting at 6:30 pm
at the Biltmore Towers.
Kegerreis is a member of the
committee.
The Wright State Appreciation
Days features two days of open
house for the campus. All people
within the community are
welcome.
Chamber
of
Commerce
member Ralph Stegner said,
''The
primary
purpose
of
Appreciation Days is for area
residents to come in and visit the
-Univer.s ity."
Guides will offer tours of the
campus May 3 and 4.

WINE
ICE

.,~-6

5 mi from Campus
OPEN 8 amt o 10 pm Daily

~

A LSO : For your
convenience
Sunoco Gas

Rt725
1
/2 mile ea8t of Dayton Mall

"Try our famous .Hoagie Sandwich"
l.

PARTY
SUPPLYS

Rock 'n rolj

Wakeman not great, Garcia great but not grateful E

meaty tinkling of the ivories. choir orchestra and his own
by Martin J Kenlon
that the group successfuU
.M
When
he does manifest it, little' band with precision and
The Myths and Legends of
achieved some of that sound. Y Aca
King Arthur and the Knights of Wakeman's individual prowess authority. Again, though, the
Featur ing Pet er Rowan,
the Round Table (ATM-SP4515) does shine through, and many of production is a letdown, simply former gu itarist and lead vocalist two
mot
This · new offering by Rick -the passages are delightful. All because of the lack of music .
from Seatrain, and old-time stol
too · soon, however, the Choir Don't misunderstand. The guy is
Wakeman, former keyboardist
fiddler Vassar Clements, this ord
good , as basically is the new
for Yes, is a seeming departure dominates and overwhelms.
effort is a pickin' and a-grinnin'
Wakeman superficially creates album. It's just not great, and
from his previous style, yet a
tribute to Bluegrass. Garcia plays his
natural outgrowth from the a Middle Ages feel in this work might have been doeri better.
· banjo a nd his style is doc
work he has been lately dabbling by stylizing grand trumpet Regardless, it deserves a listen; as
remarkable. He plays with great Mir
in. This album seems to be an fanfare and medieval dance does all new music.
economy , placing every little am·
experiment. Wakeman utilizes music. At times, it sounds like
note exactly where it's needed. stal
great amounts of choral
every soundtrack ever played
does any group member ftk
Never
accompaniment from The during epic King Arthur flicks,
inflict
the music with any she
English Chamber Choir, · ~hich and actually enhances the work.
Old and In the Way- (Round blatant showcasing of talent.
Mi
appeared on his previous effort, It is these fully orchestrated, Records-RX103) Jerry · Garcia,
The d i sc offers such old ab4
Journey to the Centre of the majestic passages which lend to David Grisman, Peter Rowan,
traditional numbers as Pig In A .A1
the ' 'olden days" mood, and John Kahn, Vassar Clements
Earth (A&M-3621) .
Pen and Knockin' On Your Door ful
Such balladeering was indeed send visions of knights in battle
Although the theory is as well as countrified versions of
1
the style of music in the "days thundering through one's mind. debatable, it is generally believed
Panama R ed and the Stones' te
Side one of the album tends to that Jerry Garcia is the impetus
Qf old" which . Wakeman
Wild Horses .
be
attempts to recreate, but here it be too wordy. Here is proof that behind the Grateful Dead's
The tone of the album ~ vh
becomes overbearing. Wakeman tends to be a better music. He is also credited with
primarily bright and lively, and tri
Wakeman's true . power and pianist-keyboardist than lyricist.
initiating many sessions and save for White Dove by Va~ A
ingenuity come through when he As for the work of the chamber albums in coopration with other Clements, it is free from the
v:
tears into his electronic riffs. choir, it tends to drag due to its California groups. Such groups weepy, "achin' heart" songs in
These, unfortunat.ely, are used formality. At times, the vocals include Jefferson Starship, New
from United Press International mainly to bridge the vocals, and are stunningly powerful and Riders of the Purple Sage, which seem to turn many people G
and their stomachs away from fc
The Massacre at Fall Creek, by . before one can get into it, the beautiful. Sadly, this quality is Commander Cody and the Lost
Jessamyn West. (Harcourt, music sinks into the background, not sustained consistently · Planet Airmen (from Texas), country music . it's au pretty I c
much upbeat tunes blending F
Brace, Jovanovich, $9.95 replaced by the solemnity of the throughout the album.
Merle Saunders and David Rea. distinct harmonies, as in · the \\
Of side two the only piece All have worked at one time
hardback)
choir voices.
mellow ballad Land of the S
In 1824, on the frontier of
As evidenced in his\two earlier which is outstanding is the first
rather extensively with Garcia, Navajo. Here banjo, guitar, ti
what is now the Midwest, a solo efforts, The Six Wives of track, entitlec;l Merlin the
the Dead and one another, fiddle string bass, and mandolin ·n
group of white men were hied, King Henry VIII and Journey, Magician. Why so? Because
producing some fine music.
join with and complement the t
convicted and hanged for the Wakeman is a dynamic master of Wakeman uses the lyrics as
During the Summer of 197 3, resonant vocals · of Garcia, I
murder of American Indians.
the keyboards. Of all the works, brackets at each end of a great
Jerry Garcia chose to begin Rowan and David Grisman. Asa
Skilled novelist West takes this Wives is the tightest album and a long instrumental effort rather
pursuing the sound of real, unified work, the LP shows great
true incident. and molds it into a tribute to Wakeman's command than vice versa. Here, Rick really
country Bluegrass. He found it dedication to the communal
dramatic story of the clash of of instrumentals. Indeed, his get& down to it, and the result is
in his transient acoustic group, pursuit of a musical form. This~
two cultures. A well-paced, greatest strength lies in such very pleasant, moving from
Old and In the Way. Off and on,
music for music's sake, which~ I '
engrossing piece of early mastery, but by more or less mellow piano to hard-edged
Garcia met with various
today's glutted music scene,~ !
submerging his instrumental synthesizer and back again. This
Americana brought to life.
musicians interested in pursuing ·
work to the point of light is something the listener can the sound and after· a while a an admirable a nd often
Lithographs of Wengenroth,
,
accompaniment, this new album take hold of.
semi-stable line-up was formed, unprofitable goal.
by Ronald and Joan Stuckley.
This
album
will
pr~\\
\
suffers.
Concept-wise, this album is of
for long enough to produce this
appeal primarily to your avente
($25 hardback)
0 ne seems to have to wade no greater or lesser ambitious
album. Recorded . live at the
Forty years of the works of through endless minutes of proportions than Wakeman's
Dead · Freak and will more than
Boarding House, San Francisco
the famous artist-lithographer, monotone dirges to get at some other efforts. He commands the ,
likely be overlooked by_ the
in October of 1973, it appears
including reproductions of his
. general public. 'fhat JS a
dry brush drawings and prints,
shame,-because . some of the I
are beautifully presented here.
songs are just plain gleeful.
Few persons have succeeded in
. D ~adli~e for the r~ional
by Libby K~ller
The purpose of the awards is to
catching the cold loveliness of
Walter Mirisch president of recognize outstanding JUdgmg is May 31, A hst of
the New England coast or the
the Academy of Motion Picture achievements in film production regional coordinators may be
joy of its varied scenery as well
obtained from the Academy of
A~ ts and Sciences, has by college students.
as Wengenroth. Expensive but
The awards will go to the · Motion Picture Arts and
announced plans for the second
worth the pricetag.
producers of the best films in Sciences, 9038 Melrose Avenue,
annual Student Film awards.
t'Qe categories of ' dramatic, Hollywood,CA90069.
---------------------------.
animated, documentary, and
experimental films, with a
special fifth award which may be
presented at the judges'
discretion.
Films which were completed
after October 15, 197 3 in a
Country-clean air, freedom from
student-teacher relationship
traffic noises, park-like
within the curriculum of an
surroundings-these form the ·
institute of higber learning are
eligible. Films of any length in
setting for the jewel that is
Scuba Rentals
16, 35 or 72 mm may be
SPORTSMAN LAKE , sparkling
submitted.
pure spring water, unpolluted, as
Air Station
Preliminary judging will be
clean
and pure as Nature
Trampolines
held by the 10 regional
intended it to be.
comm it tees throughout the
Sun Bathing
John Bryan State Park ls on/~ 4
country, each film being judged
Gil
COLOR OY ~
miles away for overnight campmg.
Snack Bar
~ DE LUXE• lmlJ
in the region it was made.
DAYS AND TIMES OPEN:
Regional finalists will then be
Picnicking
THEATRE
Saturdays and Sundays
screeped by the Adademy's
Free Parking
Short Subjects branch · and
10 am til 7 pm
Documentary Nominating
Tuesday
thru Friday
•ro
COLUMBUS
committee, which will nominate
12 noon til 9 pm
the three best films in each
SEASON:
category.
Memorial Day

Book beat

1

I

Academy announces student awards

UCB CINEMA
Presents
Sun April 27th

Scuba Diving
.Swimming

,.,.
--

Oelman Aud
6:30 & 8:30

$1.00

21V111130
. Is this ad inside out?

thru
Labor Day
. b
Certification Requi red for Seu a
Admission: Adult $2/Child $.t5

SPORTSMAN LAKE US ROUTE 42
CEDARVILLE, OH 45314 (513)766-3041
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Powerful war documentary-"Hearts and Minds"

by Richard A Vorpe
director has used his footage,
MILWA UKEE - At the including some shots in
Academy Awards presentation Vietnam, and interviews with
two weeks ago, the usual slow two pilots (one of which was a
Jll()tion preceedings were again prisoner of war) in a way that
stopped by an out of the makes a statement sensitive to
ordinary situation.
his times. with a sharp sense of
Burt Schneider, in accepting the use of cinema for
his Oscar for co-producing the propagandizing, Davis makes the
documentary film Hearts and viewer feel what he wants them
Minds read a ·note from the to. Yet the ideals Davis seems to
ambassadors of North Vietnam, be communicating to the
stationed in Paris, praising the .audience, bites with a sense also
ftick. In an interv iew at a special of the reality of Vietnam and
showing of Heart and Minds, in what the
world was like when
Milwaukee, Schneider talked
'America right or wrong' was the
about the film, the 1 Academy
only thing some Americans had
Awards, and about his past and
to clinl! to.
future in the film industry.
"Columbia Pictures cancelled
Hearts and Minds is a strong, their
contract with us six
technically impressive film , months before we
finished ,"
because it takes the point of
Schneider said with a smirk of
view that has not seriously been
cynicism, when asked about the
tried since the beginning of troubles
they went through in
American involvement in getting
Hearts - and . Minds
Vietnam. The film includes released. "We gave them
the film
interviews with Daniel Ellsberg, and they
wouldn't give it back
General William Westmoreland, to us until
we got some people
former Secretary of Defense, (Rainbow Productions) together
Clark Clifford, Senator William and they bought it from
Fullbright, and Presidential aide Columbia because they wouldn't
Walt Rostow , who is suing release it. Finally, though, we
Schneider and Peter Davis for got Waner Communications to
their use of his interview in the · release it for us."
·
·movie. Rostow's · action held up
Sitting in front of a group of
the national release of the film national college film
in Chicago, which was finally programmers and newsmen from
released last week.
Milwaukee, Schneider fielded
The documentary balances questions, and in response to
more from the extremest point one about the lean of the film
of view than a lot of people towards a strong liberal point of
would have it. Peter Davis. its view he replied, "We let
OfferEnd,sMay 31, 1975
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point of view was more radical
than t hat of the film. In reading
the st atement from the
Viet namese ambassadors at the
Oscars, Schneider idealistically
believes that it was more an
offer to the people of the United
State, for a final peace; in
accordance to what is inevitably
going to happen to the US' s
belated allies in the next few
months or weeks.
The reaction at the awards to
Schneider's speech was
something not really expect ed,
yet not unexpected. " (Bob)
Hope glared at me once at the
party after the awards,"
Schneider joked and when asked
about Sinatra's rataliation, he
quickly added, "It was all very
theatrical and the -basic for all
good theatre is an inept
protangonist."
Also Schneider paraphrased
Francis Ford Coppola, who,
when asked about his and Peter's

ourselves form the ideology.
Anti-war people believe it isn't a
strong enough st;itement. Maybe
it would have been a better
picture if we had done it that
way, I tend to think so."
Burt Schneider's background,
pre Hearts and Minds, begins
with. his first national
recognition when he and Bob
Rafelson created for television,
The Monkees . Later, after the
series died, Schneider with Steve
Blauner and Rafelson, formed
BBS Productions. Most
successful of the products they
produced were Easy Rider. Five
Easy Pieces, and The Last
Picture Show. Hearts and Minds
is the last product that will haye
BBS for producers.
" Blauner doesn't want to have
anything to do with film
anymore, and B9b wants to
produce his own films,"
Schneider said. "I grew up in
theatres watching newsreels, I
want to try to do one for the
college circuit-u ncensored by
television."
Schneider admitted that his

same. I hope the audience will
gain some knowledge and some
perception and not let the same
thing happen again.
"Looking at everything we
filmed and everything I read
about the subject I still come to
the same conclusion as does the
film," Schneider added.
Hearts and Minds is an
important film. As a film it is
more important because it takes
a unique and sensitive approach
to the times that have yet to
escape us. But the real
importance of it is the statement
that its creators were trying to
make. The method of almost
Eisenteinian editing and
juxtapositioning of subjects are
merely devices of the media
artist. Idealistic as both
Schneider and Davis appear,
their ideals are honestly their
own.

Coeds choose porno to finance college
(CPS)-Wondering what to do
to meet rising tuitio n, room and
meal costs? Do what o ne
Columbia
University coed
did-become an actor in a porno
film .
·
It all began last September
when pornography producer
Carter Stevens (a stage name)
ran an ad in the Columbia
Spectator asking for "liberated,
good-looking" women wanting
to make "very good money."
The job was a major role in a
porno film at $150 a day.
The woman, a PhD English
candidate, said she thought it
would be interesting and she was
eventually hired by Stevens.
"The film was enormously fun
and very interesting," she noted.
"The sex turned out to be a very
plea~nt surprise. All the people
that were a-round me were, in a
way, very, very supportive."
"I
prefer using college
students,"
said
producer
Stevens. "I've found that they
can handle themselves a little
better because they are more
intelligent. I need people who
can follow directions."
But porno films are definitely
not for everyone. "People think
it's a 24-hour orgy and you get
paid to boot. But that's the first
thing I try to get across-that it's
very hard work," said Stevens.
"I'm not out to ruin
anybody's life," he continued.
"Wh~n a lady comes to apply for
a film I usually try and freak her

out. I figure if they rattle here
they'll rattle on the set.
"A girl will sit down and say
she's got no hang-ups and then
-you start to question here and
you find out she'll only do it
missionary every other ·Friday
night, with the lights out, her
boyfriend of thirty years, and
Montovani or. the radio."
Meanwhile the New York Pos t
has quoted industry insiders as
.saying that dozens of female
students are trying to compete

with the professional porn
actresses, out-of-work mode\s
anq call girls for roles in the h ard
core flicks.
·
The Post reported that acting
in the porn circuit is a lucrative
business: in one recent hard core
flick, the newspaper said, the
star was a 20-year-old art
student who drew $1000 for just
four days of work. Her co-star,
also a college student, made
$300 working th,e same set for
just two days, the Post said.

Tequilla consumption
on sharp up$w1hg
(CPS)-Liquor industry figures
indicate that consumption of
tequila in the US is on a sharp
upswing, up 659% since 1970 to
2.3 µiilHon cases.
"It's part of the whole trend
of both adults and young people
toward a lighter drink, both in
taste and proof," says G William
Seawright, an executive for
Heublein, the nation's largest
tequila importer.
Another reason for tequila's
popularity boom among young
people, according to the New

York Times, is an increase in
advertising by distillers in college
newspapers . and periodicals
specializing in rock music and
counterculture news.
Legally, the only liquor
permitted to be called "Tequila"
must be produced in the town of
Tequila, near Guadalajara, but
with consumption up, there is
some suspicion that counterfeit
tequila is being illegally made in
Mexico and then exported to the
US .
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acceptance speech, "They made
a film about the war and it
seemed necessary that they
would have something to say
about it."
Director Pete Davis also has a
very impressive record. A few
years ago he directed for CBS
the controversial documentary,
The Selling of the Pentagon,
which like Hearts and Minds did
not go unnoticed by the
government officials involved in
the project.
The most moving line in the
film, Schneider said, by an
American POW at his home
coming. 'If I'm a good American
America taught me how to be a
good American.'
When Schneider was asked
about the film's intense personal
point of view and whether it
-distorted the reality in an almost
propagandistic way, he replied,
"Yes it is person. I hope the
personal and the reality are the
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Sports Scope
by Gordon Brown
I had a golden opportunity Saturday to view the inside
operation of a professional sports team, the Cincinnati Reds
Inc.
Incorporated is right.
The Reds are big business, and don't you forget it (in the
words of the late great Quickdraw Macraw.
I was invited along with other sports editors from Ohio,
Indiana, and Kentucky to attend a pre-game press
conference, the game with Houston, and dinner afterwards.
It was an interesting afternoon.
At the press conference, we heard radio announcer Marty
Brenneman and second baseman Joe Morgan spoke.
"Baseball is a conservative sport," noted Morgan.
And the Reds are baseball's most conservative team. The
thing that strikes me about the Reds' program is their
businesslike professionalism. But they are almost too
businesslike.
Their front office bears much more similarity to General
Motors than to Charles 0 Finley . You expect the Reds to
come out on the field with brief cases. .
One is surprised they still do not wear the baggy uniforms
of baseball's aniquity. Cincinnati's uniforms are drab
compared to those of teams like Houston, Oakland and
Cleveland.
The hair regulations remain unique in professional sp_o rts.
To play for the Reds, you have to be an organization man,
as Robert Tolan and Ross Grimsley have found out.
Yet the Cincinnati Reds are successful at what
professional sports are all about-making money. Oakland
has the green on their uniforms, the Reds have it in profits.
There is not a more poorly named club in baseball,
economically speaking. Finley may have a squad that has
three straight world championships under their belt, but the
Reds' President Robert Howsam has a team that has drawn
over two million fans to Riverfront stadium the past two
years, in one of baseball's smaller cities.
Winning is only important when a winning club brings
more people to the ballpark.
What makes the Riverfront operation really tick is not
Rose or Bench but the myriads of workers, who comprise
the ground crew, the police, the concession people and
administrators who assist in transferring a slow moving
game into a fast-moving and pleasurable spectator sport.
Without these proletarians of professional sports, baseball
would be as slow as on the minor league and college level
and about as popular.

Raiders sign center
by Gordon Brown
Wright State head basketball
coach Marcus Jackson has been
prom1smg "some surprises"
regarding recruiting ..The first big
surprise came with the signing of
Alter high school's burly 6'7"
center, Bob Schaefer.
Schaefer averaged 17 .1 points

Men's tennis skids
by Gordon Brown
In tennis action this week, the
men's squad of Wright State
bowed to Xavier University 6
games to 3 here Tuesday, to
bring their record to 5-4. They
have a three game losing streak,
which is about the only
streaking on this campus these
days. The ·women's team
destroyed the squad from
Central State University here
Monday 5-0 but were whipped
at Delaware, Ohio, by Ohio
Wesleyan 4-1.
Against Xavier, number one
player Don Kessler defeated
Stever Fischer 5-3, and the
second set by default. Pat
Thomas fell to Bill Mooney 6-2,
7-5. Jim Nickila was crushed by
John O'Connor 6-4, 6-0. Raider
Ron Westfall was a winner over
Xavier's Craig Dowaitt 6-3, 6-1.
Larry Carter fell to Mark
McCormick by scores of 6-1,
6-3, and Steve Watring was
nipped by Tom Koke 7-5, 6-4.
In doubles competition Kessler
and Thomas combined for a 2-6,
6-3, 7-5 win over Fischer and
Koke. Xavier won the other duo
contests as Dowaitt-O'Connor
defeated Nickila and Westfall
6-4, 7-6; and McCormick and
Mooney blasted Carter and Marc
rose 7-6, 3-6, 0-6.
In women's play it was no
contest against the Mauraders.
Laura Krause mauled Sandy

Black 6-0, 6-1. Mary Jo Duben
crushed Pam Thomas by the
same score and Carol Harvey
strangled Karen Miller 6-1; 6-1.
Equally successful in doubles
play Pam and Pat Roberts
combined for a 6-1, 6-0 victory
and Debbie Buben and Connie
Mercer flattened Geraldine
Mitchell and Miller 6-1, 6-1.
Tuesday provided much stiffer
competition as Ohio Wesleyan's
Jayne Stevenson nipped Krause
6-4, 7-5. Mary Jo Buben was
whipped by Lori Everett 6-2,
6-3. Mercer bowed to Dee Dee
Manos by the same results.
Doubles action was a little
brighter for the Raiders as the
Roberts twins beat Debbie
Gordon and Lynn Joseloff 6-3,
6-3; bringing thei! record to 6-1
for the season. The other match
saw Debbie Buben and Marvey
lost 6-0, 6-1.

MIDDLETOWN, Connecticut
(UPI)-Former White house
Chief of Staff H R Haldeman
tried to enlist author William
Manchester to write his memoirs
but was turned down cold.
"I don't do that sort of thing,
but if I did Haldeman is the
second to last person I would do
it for," Manchester said
Wednesday. The last person, he
said, would be former President
Richard Nixon.

For Sale

background. He knows what it
takes to be a champion," stated
Jackson. "As far as his college
position, we don't know yet.
We'll try him out at some
forward, some center and some
wing."
Schaefer is also a baseball
pitcher and plans to take
Engineering at Wright State.

per game and hauled down an
average of nine reboll'nds per
contest for state semi-finalist
Alter. Jackson noted that "in his
situation, we're going to use his
assets, he's strong and he shoots
well." Schaefer shot 53 percent
from the field this season.
"He has a bonafide basketball

Classifieds

'69 NOV A 6 cyl, ps, low
mileage 236-1118.
FOR SALE: Mobile home.
Champion Mobile Home. 12
by 52, shed, part-furnished ,
near WSU. Call 278-0127
after 5: 30 weekdays. 4-21-2
FOR SALE: 3" screen TV ,
house, car, or portable. $ 50.
Call Dave 339 Fawcett.
4-21-2
RCA 8~track
quad, 32 watts. Ct.ll Dave 339
Fawcett. 4-21-2
FOR SALE: 1971 automatic
Maverick. Radio, snow tires.
Ext 764, 9-10 & 1-3 MWF ,
1:00-2:00 TTh. 4-21-2
1970 LEMANS SPORT. 350
automatic, power steering
and brakes, plus posi-traction.
Also has AM-FM radio , air
conditioning, and an electric
trunk release. The car is in
really fine shape inside and
out. Asking $1,350. Call Jeff
after 5:00 at 335-2377.
4-21-3
WINCHESTER .22 cal rifle,
model 50. In excellent
condition. Best offer. Call
Steve 864-5128. 4-21-2
BIKE REPAIRS, fast &
reasonable. Call Bike America
298-4366. 4-3-8
1970 RENAULT 10. Good
condition, radio, 4 speed,
30,000 miles. $550. Call
848-3191 MWF; ext 455
Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri. 4-21-2
71 CAPRI Am-Fm, radials
mint condition. $1,595. Call
429-0237 after 6 pm. 4-21-2
NEEDED TO sell Brand name
stereo components to
students at lowest prices. H.i
commission, NO investment
required. Serious inqui~ies
0 N L Y !
F A D
COMPONENTS, INC, 20
Passaic Ave, Fairfield, New
Jersey 07006 JERRY
DIAMOND 201-227-6814
.4-3-
1971 JAWA 50 cc motor bike
·$15 O... Yamaha 6 -string
acoustic guitar $30. Three
size 8 cocktail dresses,
· (avocado, rose, and apricot)
$15 each. Call 274-5990 after
3. 4-21-2
MIXED, LONG haired male
kitten for sale $10.00. Has
distemper shot. Call George
228-3277. 4-21-2
1971 BMW CYCLE, 600 cc;
white with black pin striping;
matching fairing and 2
helmets. A-1 condition. Only
12,000 miles. 56 mpg.
($2900 new value). Best offer
over $17 50.00. Phene
299-4560. 4-24-2

FOR SALE: FX 525 Pioneer
Amp. United Audio Dual
turntable. 2-SRL spkr cab
Each 1-15", 4 tweeters. Paid
$600.00 new, 5 months ago.
Will sell for $450.00. Also
new needle and cartridge. Call
294-1945 Ask for Denny or
Chuck. 0 1 call 256-3358 and
ask for Fred after 5 pm.
4-24-2
WURLITZER ELECTRIC
piano . Old style, black,
portable in good shape but
needs tuning. $200.00 or best
offer. Call 426-6650 ext 255
between 8:30 and 5:00. Ask
for Mike.
1968 FORD RANCH wagon
302 automatic. It's been a
good car. $450.00 or best
offer. Call 426-6650 ext 255
between 8:30 and 5:00. Ask
for Mike. 4-24-2

..1

Rooms
MALE OR female: Large
house to share. 15 minutes
from WSU. Private room
furnished if desired. Full
house privileges, congenial
atmosphere , good
neighborhood. $65 indudes
utilities, phone, and use of
washer and dryer. For more
information, call after 6 pm.
256-3358 . 4-21-2

Miscellaneous
MARTHA JONES, AAA
Driving School, 825 S
Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio 45402
4-17-4
TYPING THEMES, etc Call
Mrs Hale after 5 at 233-4870.
4-21-4
NOW ACCEPTING flute
students, beginning-advance.
$4.00 per half hour. For
more information, contact
Dayton Band Studios 4523 N
Main St. Or Kenny Powell
275-0022 after 6. 4-21-4
FOUND: WHITE cat. About
one year old. Picked up by Dr
Pumpelly's on Col Glenn
highway. If she's yours, call
253-4823. 4-24-2
WILL DO typing. Call Karyn
236-3175. 4-24-2
WANTED: AMBITIOUS hard
working student who wants
to learn to fly . We need
someone to trade their labor
for flying lessons. Dayton
Flying Service. 854-1388, ask
for George or Don. 4-24-2
PIANIST FOR wedding
receptions. We can provide
equipment if you need it.
Very reasonable. Call Jerry
875-5778 or Gary 256-5480.
4-24-2

FRANK SALSBURG, the
At illa of Hamburgerdom,
recently com peted in a burger
eating contest against
Gieusepp e Bal delli, the
Hamburge r champion of
Europe . Not o nly did
Salsburg defeat his Italian
opponen t, but received
perfect scores in relish and
mustard application. During
May Daze, Salsburg will
def end his championship
against all comers. For info
call Gary, ext 6 38. 4-24-2
$65
to
$9 5 PER
WEEK/parttime. Unlimited
earning po t ential in
addressing envelopes at home.
Companies pay top money
for that "personal" touch.
For further information
regarding opportunities with
these companies, send $2 to
Phoenix Advertising, PO Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305
4-::\-

BO ARD EXAM tutoring.
Enrollments now being
accepted for the upcoming:
MCAT-DAT-LS AT- GRE·
ATGSB-VAT-CP AT - and
NAT MED BRDS. For
information and enrollmen(s
call (614) 486-9646 , Stanley
H Kaplan Educational Center,
1890 Northwe st Blvd,
Columbus, Oh io 43212
4-17-teoq
WANTED: HOME for small
fem ale dog, (strayed or
abandoned), looks like
Chihuahua. Phone 767-7150.
4-21-2
RIDE NEEDED from Phillips
Avenue, Dayton. MWF 9- 2,
TTh 11:15-3:30. Will come
early or stay late. Will help
.a
pay for gas. Call Veromc
253-4823. 4-24-2
NOW ACCEPTING students
for private flute instruction
beginning through advance.
For more information please
contact Dayton Band Studio
4523 N. Main 275-7771 ~
Kenny at 27 5-0022 after ·
4-24-2
"ARE YOU gay and Catholic
(or Christian) and feel you
·
the,
have a place in
Church ... YOU DO! ~t ~
called ' DIGNITY. Write.
DIGNITY /DAYTON, PO b;~
1283, Dayton, Oh 45 40 ·
2-24-2
TWO CATS desperately ~:
homes. Both females, ed
with shots. One gray' spad 8'
7 years old. Other blac~~"e
months. Grey should other
home with couple, n~ _
2
cats. Call 233-1609. 4 4
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POP :_JAZZ - -B LUEGRA SS - FOLK

LP'S - 8-TRAC KS - CASSET TES
Full Selectio n of Parapha nalia,
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.

.

ALSO 5% Discount vvith Wright State or Antioch· ID
Limited time .o nly
IF WE DON'T HAVE IT,. WE'LL GET IT FO.R YOU
IF IT'S STILL AVAILABLE"
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Morning after pill controversy still lingers on
by Curt Koehler
(CPS)-The Food and Drug
Administratio n (FDA)
has
finally
issued
regulations
governing limited use of DES
(diethylstilbe strol)
as a
"morning
after"
pill.
Nonetheless some controversy
over
the drug, a proven
cancer-causin g
agent
in
laboratory animals, lingers on.
The FDA's regulations warn
that "it is sensible and prudent"
to avoid use of DES "unless
absolutely necessary." The FDA
further acknowledges that if the
morning after pill didn't work, a
resultant female child "will have
an increased risk of cancer of the
vagina or cervix later in life."
The regulations consequently
permit use of DES only in
emergencies, and not as a
routine method of birth control.
The drug would be prescribed in
dosages of 25 milligrams, twice a
day for five days along with
anti-nausea drugs.
Earlier regulations had allowed
DES
to be used
as a
contraceptive for those who
could not be relied upon to
practice ordinary birth control
methods-a practice that sparked
wide sprea d
criticism for
promoting
medical
experimentation upon the very
young and the poor.
A synthetic estrogen, DES has
been found to be extremely
effective in aborting a pregnancy
when taken within 72 hours
after unprotected intercourse.
Critics have charged, however,
that in addition to being
dangerous to an unborn child,
high dosages of estrogen can
cause cancer in the woman using
the drug.
Responding to these possible
dang ers, Senators Richard
Schweiker (R-PA) and Edward
Kennedy
(D-MA)
have
introduced a bill to ban the use
of DES for one year.
Schweiker told the Senate the
problem with DES, in his
opinion, was not its emergency
use but its "indiscriminate use,
particularly
on
college
campuses."
These charges-that DES is
prescribed "indiscriminate ly"
and that there is danger to the
woman herself-were described
as untrue or unproven by a
number of health clinic officials
from
schools around the
country.
''We
don't
prescribe it
willy-nilly," said a health clinic
administrator at the University
of Michigan.
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The Michigan doctor said the
clinic prescribed i:>ES for a
woman who has had an
"unprotected intercourse" with
resultant signs of pregnancy and
"who does not wish to be
pregnant."
Prior to prescribing the drug,
the doctor said, a woman
seeking ~he .drug undergoes a
physical examination including a
pregnancy test, a pap smear,
breast and pelvic examinations,
plus a review of her personal and
family history concerning 'the
presence of tumors and cancers.
At the University of Colorado
a health clinic administrator
said, "I don't think anybody
likes DES." If there is a
significant risk of pregnancy,
however and the choice is
between DES and an abortion,
the Colorado doctor said she
preferred DES.
The senior physician at the
University of California at Los
Angeles health clinic termed the
policy there regarding DES as
one of "rigid surveillance" and
"informed consent."
All three doctors said it was a
policy to explain the potential
hazards of the drug and all three
said charges that DES caused
cancer in the woman taking the
drug were undocumented.
The three physicians also said
they recommended abortions if
the drug failed to prevent the
.continuation of the pregna.nC'y.

Some schools, however, still
reject DES as a morning after
pill.
Health
officials at the
University of Nebraska said they
prescribe a natural estrogen,
premarin, in place of DES. The
health center director there said
he favors premarin because,
unlike DES, there has been little
proof that it is injurious to
health.
Premarin, however, is reputed
to be more expensive than DES,
~nd, according to some doctors,
"unproven."
Other critics have pointed out
that a very small percentage of
the women for whom DES is
prescribed are actually pregnant,
s i nee
pregnancy
cannot
positively be established until
three or four weeks after
intercourse. They have claimed
that women taking DES are
therefore exposing themselves t.o
an unnecessary risk.
According to one physician,
the chances of pregnancy in
random intercourse is only 1 in
13. Looking at these figures
some have charged that women
would be better off -if they
waited until they knew they
were actually pregnant and then
had an abortion.
Others have pointed out that
the medical establishment is
under extreme pressure to
provide an "easy" alternative to
abortion, a condition which

tends to support continued
usage of DES as a morning-after
pill.
Origin of the Scare:
_
Des Daughters
DES has a stormy history
which can be traced back to its
usage in the 40's and 50's as an
"anti-miscarriag e" drug. Well
into the 50's it was discovered
that DES had little to do with
preventing miscarriages, and its
usage.. for this purpose was
discontinued.
In 1971, Dr Arthur L Herbst
reported a rare type of vaginal
cancer in young women who had
been exposed in the womb to
DES taken by their mothers.
Herbst's study was based on an
examination of 40 such "DES
daughters," eight of whom had
the cancer.
A larger study, based on an
examination of 818 DES
daughters was prepared in 197 3
by Dr Anne P Lanier and
pinpointed a risk factor for the
rare cancer of no greater than 4
per 1000.
Still a later study by Herbst
published in March 1975 found
a high incidence of glandular
irregularity associated with
exposure to DES in the uterus,
but concluded "at present, we
have not observed a transition
from vaginal adenosis (the
glandular
irregularity)
to
adenocarcinom a· (the rare
cancer)."

Part of the reason for the
current controversy over DES is
based on the fact that many
women who were exposed t0
DES . in the uterus are now
reac h mg puberty. Some have
charged that the DES daughters
carry a potentially pre-cancerous
condition (vaginal adenosis) that
could become cancerous when a
new exposure to DES through a
m9rning-after pill is introduced.
There is no information to
confirm or deny this charge, a
fact leading some critics to
charge that women are once
again being used as the subjects
for a potentially dangerous
experiment.
No Guarantees
The National Cancer Institute
(NCI) in February awar<:led
contracts totalling $1.5 million
to study vaginal cancer and
other non-cancerous genital tract
irregularities in DES daughters at
five centers across the country.
While terming the presently
kno~n risk of DES daughters
developing the rare cancer
"small," the NCI said, "the risk
of developing other. medical
conditions which may or may
not be precancerous has not.
been firmly established."
Along this line Herbst, in his
second
repo rt
on DES,
cautioned that all DES -exposed
females be exami ned once they
begin to menstru ate, or in any
event, by the age of 14 years.
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WSU SOPHOMORES

Earn an extra $2~500 duri ng
your last 2 ·year s of cotlede.
~
r

Basic Camp Training (6 weeks during ·summer between
your Sophomore and 3unior years) ........... .... $481.74*

Advanced Course during your Junior year •••.•.•.

800.00

Advanced Camp Training (6 weeks during summer
be;ween your Junior and Senior years) •••••.•...

443.97~

Advanced Course during your Senior Year ........ 800.00
Total ........... •.......... ........... .... 2,525.71
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Now' what aboutm~=~: :h~~·::~~ll ·:~fuo<i,
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obligation if you enroll in Advanced
Army ROTC? First, you make no commit
me~t when you attend the Basic Camp.
This is th e ti me
you can discover first
hand whether Army ROTC is your thing.
And it gives us an opportunity to determine if you're good officer mater
ia~.
Frankly, the Basic Camp · is rough;
it s · demanding both physically and mentally. So you have the option of qu itting whenever you like. We'll even pay
your transportat ion back home.
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Army ROTC can make the big difference in financing those
last 2 college years. Here's the math of our program:
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lodl-{ing . clothillJI and

('lller~en cy medical <"are.

If you success fully complete the
Basic Camp, you are eligible for enrollrnent in the Advanced Course. Then
you make your connnitment. T.hat commitment includes an agreement to serve on
active duty for 2 years. Or, (if the
Army's needs are such) to enter acti~e
duty for 3 to 6 months and then se rv•
for a time in the active Reserves. In
either case, you'll earn the full pay
and allowance ~f an officer (approx.
$10,000 annually while on active duty.)

FO~ · MORE INFORMATION: Call Cpt. Cassell at 229-3326 or
write the Professor of Military Science, us Army ROTC
Infstructo r Group, Dept. of Military Science., Universit y
o Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469.
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